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Company: Tradewind Recruitment

Location: Huntingdon

Category: educational-instruction-and-library

Primary Supply Teachers Needed in Huntingdon!

Primary Supply Teachers Needed in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire - Opportunities across

EYFS, KS1 & KS2 - Range of Primary Schools to choose from - £145 - £160 per day -

Flexible scheduling

Are you an experienced Primary Teacher looking for a temporary supply teaching position

that appreciates the rewarding aspects of teaching and emphasises a balanced work-life

harmony?

Presently, Tradewind is actively seeking Supply Teachers in Huntingdon and surrounding

areas, who appreciate the flexibility to select their teaching assignments and schedules.

Join us in influencing young minds and experiencing the advantages of daily supply teaching,

all while making a significant impact.

***Primary Supply Teacher - Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire

***Long Term, Short Term and Daily options

***Opportunities across EYFS / KS1 / KS2
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***£145 to £160 per day depending on experience

***Frequent bookings at schools you enjoy!

Tradewind currently provides Teaching and Learning Support Staff on a supply basis across

Huntingdon and surrounding areas. We present excellent opportunities for supply teachers to

enhance students' educational experiences while maintaining a balanced work-life dynamic.

With adaptable schedules and the potential for regular assignments in preferred schools,

Tradewind offers competitive pay rates, alleviating the challenges of lesson planning and

assessments.

***Job Role Benefits***

Take on varied teaching roles spanning different year levels.

Immerse yourself in a supportive school atmosphere with committed staff.

Embrace the flexibility to tailor your teaching schedule.

Access a plethora of complimentary CPD courses.

Benefit from competitive pay rates and assistance from devoted consultants. 

***Qualifications and Skills***

Hold Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) or have previous teaching experience.

Show diligence, proficiency, and a dedication to ensuring every child engages in essential

lessons.

Demonstrate adaptability and a willingness to work in various locations and situations.

Express a readiness to consistently learn for the betterment of your students. 

If you're prepared to embrace the fulfilling challenges of daily supply teaching and seek a

work-life balance that empowers you, get in touch!

Please email your CV to (url removed) today or call (phone number removed) for more

information
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